
HOW (UN)FREE
IS SPEECH?



● The main objectives of this seminar is to explain how to use topic or question of 
freedom of speech (FoS) to share Islam. 

● To achieve this we will cover the:

○ philosophy of freedom of speech
○ objectives of freedom of speech
○ limits of freedom of speech
○ significance of values
○ ideological context
○ importance of civility
○ Islamic civilisation 

What we will cover

The seminar will not provide an in-depth 
exploration of the attempts to reconcile the 
Islamic tradition with contemporary human 
rights, international law, etc.



➔ “and strive against them with the Qur’an a great striving.” Q25:52

➔ “Say, ‘This is my way; I invite to Allah with deep insight, I and those who 
follow me. And exalted is Allah; and I am not of those who associate others with 
Him.’” Q12:108

➔ “Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction, and argue 
with them in a way that is best. Indeed, your Lord is most knowing of who has 
strayed from His way, and He is most knowing of who is [rightly] guided.” 
Q16:125

➔ “Good and evil cannot be equal. Respond ˹to evil˺ with what is best, then the 
one you are in a feud with will be like a close friend.” Q41:34

Preliminary notes #1



➔ Abu Darda reported: The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said: “Whoever defends the reputation 
of his brother, Allah will defend his face from the Hellfire on the Day of 
Resurrection.”1

What then of the honour of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص?

Preliminary notes #2

1 Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Sahih



➔ Abu Huraira reported: It was said, “O Messenger of Allah, pray against 
the idolaters!” The Messenger of Allah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said:

“Verily, I was not sent to invoke curses, but rather I was only 
sent as mercy.”1

Preliminary notes #3

1 Sahih Muslim



● Whose interpretation of freedom of speech?

Twitter      and Elon Musk

By “free speech”, I simply mean that 
which matches the law. 

I am against censorship that goes far 
beyond the law. 

If people want less free speech, they 
will ask government to pass laws to 
that effect.

Therefore, going beyond the law is 
contrary to the will of the people.1

1 https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1519036983137509376
2 Siva Vaidhyanathan, Guardian. Comment is free, 28 April 2022. “Elon Musk doesn’t understand free speech - or Twitter - at all”.

“It’s unclear how Musk arrived at such a juvenile understanding of free speech or the law…

Trolling is expression that crushes expression. It undermines the ability of groups of people 
to think collectively and productively about serious issues. Musk knows this. He’s the 
richest troll in the history of the world. And he’s frighteningly unserious… 

If Musk understood the real value of speech – to deliberate deeply and respectfully to work 
through differences and arrive either at solid truth claims or preferred paths of action – he 
would understand that granting trans people respect, allowing them to participate in 
conversations that do not get swamped back into facile interrogations of their “choices” and 
identities, enhances the diversity and quality of public conversation. Respecting the 
humanity and dignity of others makes everyone more free to discuss and debate issues 
seriously, deeply and calmly.”2

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1519036983137509376


➔ Ideological extremists claim that the defamatory cartoons of the Prophet 
Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص are about Freedom of Speech (FoS). 
○ We must allow defamation, degradation and gratuitous insult, because it is about preserving 

the right to express oneself; including liberty of thought.

Defamatory cartoons



➔ A worldview that ignores, denies or renders irrelevant the idea of God in politics cannot make 
sense of rights:
◆ Natural rights:

● Rights are universal and independent of any government and social consensus. The are 
mind-independent. The requires a anti-naturalist (non-secular) ontology.

◆ Social utility:
● FoS, and freedom to degrade and insult, increases collective wellbeing and minimises or reduces 

suffering by facilitating truth, accountability and progress.
○ Insults and harming the dignity of others actually ruptures social bonds, individual wellbeing 

and presents barriers to expression and the discovery of truth.
◆ Eudaimonia:

● FoS, and freedom to degrade and insult, increases an individual’s happiness. 
○ It is human nature that people want respect and dignity. 

Rights under secularism



Absolute freedom of speech does not exist. 
➔ Every society has limitations and restrictions on speech; and these restrictions 

occur because of a competition of values. 

➔ Academic David Van Mill highlights this point:
“The first thing to note in any sensible discussion of 
freedom of speech is that it will have to be limited. 
Every society places some limits on the exercise of 
speech because it always takes place within a context 
of competing values.”1

Freedom of speech (FoS)

1 Freedom of Speech, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy



● Art. 433-5-1 of the French Criminal Code punishes outrage (grave insult) of the national anthem 
or tricolour flag.

● Political cartoonist Maurice Sinet, who worked for the French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo 
for 20 years was fired in 2009 for his cartoons mocking the relationship of former French 
President Sarkozy’s son with a wealthy Jewish woman. 

● A French court injunction banned a Jesus based clothing advert mimicking Da Vinci’s Last 
Supper. A French judge ruled that the display was ruled “a gratuitous and aggressive act of 
intrusion on people’s innermost beliefs”.

● In 2005, Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten published caricatures of the Prophet Muhammad 
 but rejected the publication of cartoons mocking Jesus because they would provoke an ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص
uproar!

● In many other countries, including France, there are defamation laws, hate speech laws, libel 
laws, laws against the holcaust denial, etc.

Restrictions in law and society



➔  In the UK article 10 of the Human Rights Act 1998 states, “everyone has the 
right to freedom of expression”, however speech “may be subject to 
formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and 
are necessary in a democratic society”.

➔ The act elaborates, “in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or 
public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of 
health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for 
preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for 
maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary”. 1

UK Human Rights Act

1 Human Rights Act 1998, SCHEDULE 1, https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/42/schedule/1

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/42/schedule/1/part/I/chapter/9


Those who argue that making any form of restrictions to freedom of 
speech can lead to tyranny must understand that the door swings both 
ways. 

Slippery slope argument

➔ No restrictions at all can lead to anarchy.
➔ It does not logically follow that restrictions 

on speech will necessarily lead to 
censorship and tyranny.



“Those who support the slippery slope argument tend to make the claim that the inevitable 
consequence of limiting speech is a slide into censorship and tyranny. It is worth noting, 
however, that the slippery slope argument can be used to make the opposite point; one 
could argue that we should not allow any removal of government interventions (on speech 
or any other type of freedom) because once we do we are on the slippery slope to 
anarchy…”

It is possible that some limits on speech might, over time, lead to further restrictions—but 
they might not. And if they do, those limitations might also be justified. The main point is 
that once we abandon the incoherent position that there should be no limits on speech, we 
have to make controversial decisions about what can and cannot be expressed; this comes 
along with the territory of living together in communities.”1 David van Mill

Restrictions: inevitable and necessary

1 Freedom of Speech, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy



● Freedom of speech was understood to be a means to 
achieve important virtues, including progress, truth 
and accountability, specifically political 
accountability. 

● British philosopher, John S Mill, maintained that free 
speech fosters authenticity, genius, creativity, 
individuality and human flourishing.

Objectives of FoS



➔ There is no necessary logical connection between freedom to insult and the 
objectives of FoS. 

➔ If can show that insults can (in many cases) prevent these objectives from being 
fulfilled, then that is enough to show that freedom to degrade is not necessary for 
their fulfillment. 

◆ To convince someone of, and to promote, the truth — in many circumstances — requires 
good argumentation, persuasion and civility.

◆ Insults — in many contexts — are a barrier to good argumentation, persuasion and civility.
◆ Therefore, insults in many cases prevent truth.
◆ Therefore, the objective of freedom of speech is undermined.

Freedom to insult and degrade



● Stephen Hawking
● Accounting Chinese government
● Government propaganda

○ Nazi Germany
○ Othering, dehumanisation and genocide

Thought Experiments



“By stigmatising people, they come to emerge as society’s Others, barbarians, those on the margins of 
humanity. Between them and the dominants, there exists a supposed marginality… This allows the 
opposition between the Self and Other to be aggravated. These distant Others are restricted, not so much 
in frames of landscaping, but in other codes of behaviourism by which the physically distant cannot be 
rendered close, culturally or otherwise. Between them and the dominants there exists a supposed 
marginality… Dehumanisation is a blurring of distinctions, a rendering of Others as faceless, and unlike 
ourselves...We, us, humanity, are a collective effort... We must push back against the emergence of 
genocidal tendencies in our world. Theodor Adorno attempted in his seminal essay ‘Education After 
Auschwitz’ (1966) to stress the responsibility of education and educators to herald empathic tendencies 
in young people who challenge attitudes of otherness. The sequence of genocides, however, wars and 
mass killings, since Auschwitz are a testament that there is so much more for us to do. We must 
challenge global media narratives, and representations that otherise or exclude fellow humans from a 
collective state of worthiness, that unleash on others the stigma of devalued, dehumanised, identities. It 
is upon us to play important roles in building societies that connect people, that bridge. Bridging allows 
us to open spaces, to foster understanding, communication and an enhancing of the collective human 
spirit.”1 Dr. Osman Latiff, On Being Human

On Being Human

1 Osman, Latiff. On Being Human www.sapienceinstitute.org/on-being-human



● J S Mill articulated something similar with his “harm principle”. He argued that speech 
should be restricted if it leads to harm. Mill used 19th century corn dealers as an example: 
he argued that a mob should incur punishment if they expressed that “corn dealers are 
starvers of the poor” when “assembled before the house of a corn dealer”.

Mill’s Harm Principle



● FoS emerged as an idea to empower the weak to take to account the power of the time. 

● The Catholic Church in Europe censored and prevented intellectual progress. It was a 
coercive power. FoS emerged to challenge the power structures of society. 

● It is antithetical to the spirit and foundation of freedom of speech that those who hold 
power are using freedom of speech to oppress and dehumanise minorities and their 
beliefs.

● This discussion also exposes a false assumption we all have a access to equal 
power and influence. The imbalance of power goes against the objectives of 
freedom of speech.

Empower the weak



➔ The double standards, hypocrisy and misuse of power regarding Muslim and their beliefs expose a 
selective application of values.

◆ They choose which minorities to dignify based on political agenda.

➔ “Humor and mockery are powerful class weapons, especially when used to demean the voiceless and 
inarticulate, the multitudes who have little or no secure alternative sources of self-respect and dignity 
other than their naked identity as human beings. To ridicule such people is hardly a noble ambition…. 
Laïcité is intolerant of diversity. The onus is now on policymakers. Can they live up to the demands of 
their history as it has evolved to arrive at this fatal stalemate?... Can they allow a voice to their six 
million Muslim citizens? … Moral progress in cultures is not achieved through distorting the 
self-image of a despised minority — and substituting a false and insulting revisionist account of their 
origins...”1 Dr. Shabbir Akhtar, The Jakarta Post

Denigrating a despised minority

1 Killing for the sake of something called art: 
www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2020/10/01/killing-for-the-sake-of-something-called-art.html



➔ Civility dictates that if one wants to have a society that values truth, progress 
and accountability of power, one needs to contextualise their speech to ensure 
these virtues are achieved. 

➔ Which means they need to understand their target audience; dignifying and 
respecting them as much as possible.

➔ This is foundational to civility. It is what makes a civilised society.

The importance of civility



➔ There are grey areas when it comes to insult and offence. 
◆ The moment one expresses themselves they have to risk offending others and risk being 

offended. However, there are obvious black and white scenarios. 

➔ There is fine line between deliberate and unintended insults. 
◆ One person’s insults can be another’s form of dialogue. 
◆ Rather than just allowing ourselves to be free to hate, curse and degrade—thereby not 

achieving the objectives of free speech—the onus is for us to establish a framework of civility.
◆ This involves trying to understand each other’s sensitivities so that we can better convince, 

educate and express ourselves.
◆ With freedom comes great responsibility. We have a responsibility to engage with each other 

in ways that are best.

Grey areas



➔ Intellectual dialogue is not threatened by being civil and being averse to 
insulting and degrading others. 
◆ One can be intellectually robust and disagree while maintaining an intellectual 

tone. The Islamic tradition promotes this and its history is full of positive 
examples.

➔ Remember, the “competition of values”.

➔ Islamic values as an example...

Intellectual dialogue



● The Qur’an is a book of reason and argues to the truth, as associate professor, Rosalind 
Gwynne, writes:
○ “Reasoning and argument are so integral to the content of the Qur’an and so 

inseparable from its structure that they in many ways shaped the very 
consciousness of Qur’anic scholars.”1

● The values of Islam emanating from the Qur’an and the words of the Prophet 
Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص pave the way to progress, truth and accountability, while 
maintaining good etiquette and upholding the best of all manners in dialogue and 
discussion. 

Islamic thought and values 

1 Rosalind Ward Gwynne. Logic, Rhetoric and Legal Reasoning in the Qur’an: God's Arguments.



The Islamic values and truth:

➔ “And mix not truth with falsehood, nor conceal the truth while you know it.” Q2:42

➔ “…and enjoin on each other truth.” Q103:3

Accountability:

➔ A man asked the Messenger of Allah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص “What is the best jihad?” The Prophet said, “A 
word of truth in front of a tyrannical ruler.”1

➔ “Let there be among you people that command the good, enjoining what is right and 
forbidding the wrong. They indeed are the successful.” Q3:104

Islamic thought and values 

1 Musnad Ahmad, Sahih 



Islamic values promote sincere debate, dialogue and discussion:

God commands His noble Prophets Moses and Aaron to speak mildly to the oppressive and unjust 
Pharaoh while discussing with him:

➔ “And speak to him (Pharaoh) mildly, perhaps he may accept admonition.” Q20:44

◆ “If Moses was commanded to speak mildly to Pharaoh then it is even more appropriate for 
others to follow this command when speaking to others and when commanding the good and 
forbidding the evil.” Imam al-Qurtubi. 13th Century Islamic Scholar 

➔ “People, We created you all from a single man and a single woman, and made you into races and 
tribes so that you should get to know one another. In God’s eyes, the most honoured of you are the 
ones most mindful of Him: God is all knowing, all aware.” Q49:13

Islamic thought and values 



➔ “Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction, and debate with them in a way that is 
best. Indeed, your Lord is most knowing of who has strayed from His way, and He is most knowing of who 
is [rightly] guided.” Q16:125

Islam does not allow the wanton insults of people’s religious beliefs, as it will lead to adherents of other 
religions to insult Allah. This is a default position, which promotes societal harmony.

➔ “˹O believers!˺ Do not insult what they invoke besides God or they will insult God spitefully out of 
ignorance.” Q6:108

There are other references in the Islamic scripture that may seem to steer away from the above, however 
there are moral variables, exegetical context and other nuances, when understood, effectively reconcile any 
apparent contradiction. This however requires unpacking for another time.

Islamic thought and values 



➔ Islamic teachings, when implemented in society, were a beacon of light for Europe.
➔ There was no gratuitous degradation, but a socio-political atmosphere that intellectual 

progress which these secular ideologues have benefited from.
➔ Civility led to the progress we enjoy today. 
➔ Disregarding civility is taking us back to the dark ages. Ideologues have a self 

defeating attitude. 

Islamic civilisation 



When the Islamic values were implemented in the Muslim lands, truth and progress was an inevitable 
outcome. 

● Robert Briffault, in The Making of Humanity explains how progress was not only evident in Islamic history, 
but European growth was facilitated by the Islamic civilisation: “For although there is not a single aspect of 
European growth in which the decisive influence of Islamic culture is not traceable, nowhere is it so clear and 
momentous as in the genesis of that power which constitutes the permanent distinctive force of the modern 
world, and the supreme source of its victory, natural science and the scientific spirit.” Robert Briffault, The 
Making of Humanity

● Professor Thomas Arnold was of the opinion that the European Renaissance was rooted in Islamic Spain: 
“…Muslim Spain had written one of the brightest pages in the history of Medieval Europe. Her influence had 
passed through Provence into the other countries of Europe, bringing into birth a new poetry and a new 
culture, and it was from her that Christian scholars received what of Greek philosophy and science they had to 
stimulate their mental activity up to the time of the Renaissance.” Thomas Arnold, The Preaching of Islam

Islamic civilisation



Since FoS is about values, then we can raise key questions: 

Which values do we adopt? 

Which values do we prioritise over others? 

Where do we get these values from?

➔ Islam’s intellectual foundations are true and what they articulate are true.

➔ God exists, He is worthy of worship, His Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص is the final prophet and the Qur’an is 
God’s revelation. What these sources say about dialogue, speech and cohesion are from the One who has 
the totality of wisdom and knowledge.

◆ God has the picture, we just have a pixel. I invite you all to explore the truth of Islam. 

The basis of values



➔ Islam promotes intellectual dialogue and discussion.

◆ The degrading of others and diminishing the dignity of others, include the Prophets of 
God is unacceptable and punishable by law.

◆ Islam respects the sacred.

◆ A society that has nothing sacred is a dangerous society.

● Moral boundaries can easily change based on the changing winds of political 
interests, power and desire.

◆ This however does not mean that adopting an intellectual tone and engaging in 
discussion is prohibited. Intellectual discussions are critical to building civilisations 
and human progress.

What about blasphemy?



“By and large the educated elites in the Western world today are without religious belief and often animated by what I 
call a “culture of repudiation,” keen to banish old ideas of the sacred from public life and to remake the institutions and 
structures of civil society so as to reflect their own liberated lifestyle…

… One after another, the sacred spaces that our customs have protected are invaded and spoiled. That which has been 
assumed to be unquestionable, indeed protected from the questions that might profane it, is for that very reason subjected 
to question.

The liberal mentality, encountering certainties that seem to place obstacles in the pursuit of desire, is irresistibly tempted 
to undermine them. If people are certain that marriage, for example, is a relation between man and woman, the liberal 
instinct is to see this as a constraint on homosexuals. The response is therefore to propose marriage between people of the 
same sex, which is offered as an entirely innocent reform, a mere expansion of our freedoms. If that attitude is pursued to 
its logical conclusion, then incestuous relations too could be dignified with the name of “marriage,” precisely because the 
name would have lost its dignity. If all social life is founded in human choice, and no institution derives its validity from 
any other source, then there are no certainties and no institutions that encapsulate sacred ties.”1

Sacred truths in a profane world

1 Roger Scruton. Sacred truths in a profane world. https://renovatio.zaytuna.edu/article/sacred-truths-in-a-profane-world 



QUESTIONS?


